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Drop Options

Standard Drop - ExtendedStandard Drop - Retracted

Reduced Drop - ExtendedReduced Drop - Retracted

Drop
The drop refers to the amount 
the fabric hangs down below 
the wire cable. When the shade 
is retracted.

The standard drop is 400 - 450mm, 
this varies depending on the 
spar spacing

 Spar Spacing
The spar spacing for 
a standard drop is 
500 - 700mm

In this example there 
are 7 spars, 6 panels

In this example we have 
added an extra spar (8), 
this reduces the drop when 
the shade is retracted.

By adding another spar you
will reduce the drop even
further. Be aware that 
your shade will become
heavier as more spars
are added.

 

Drop restriction
If there is some restriction
below your shade you will need to 
specify the maximum drop. In 
this example we have reduced the 
drop to 368mm by adding an 
extra spar.

280mm is the minimum 
drop you can acheive

368 mm

413 mm
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B  195mm

A  45mm C  25mm

Panel
Each piece of fabric
between the spars
is a panel

A is generally 45mm on all 
shades when using 
standard fixing eyes.

B will vary depending on 
the length of your shade.

C is 25mm for every spar.

Scale 1:15 at A3

B  220mm

A  45mm C  25mm

A is generally 45mm on all 
shades when using standard 
fixing eyes.

B will vary depending on the 
length of your shade. And will 
also increase when you add 
extra spars to reduce the drop

C is 25mm for every spar.
Scale 1:15 at A3
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Billow Options

Shallow Billow 

Deep Billow 

Medium Billow 

With a Shallow Billow 
the fabric will hang 
approx. 140mm below 
the wire cable when 
the shade is extended.

With a Medium Billow 
the fabric will hang 
approx. 180mm below 
the wire cable when 
the shade is extended.

With a Deep Billow the 
fabric will hang 
approx. 220mm below 
the wire cable when 
the shade is extended.
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Billow
The billow refers to the amount 
of fabric that hangs down below 
the wire cable. When the shade 
is extended.

Medium Billow is the standard
choice, however you can customise
your shade to have a Shallow Billow
if you prefer a more flat look or you 
choose a Deep Billow if you want 
the fabric to hang down lower.

Wire Cable
The wire cable is tensioned between
eyebolts. The shade slides in and 
out on the wire cable

Spacing Strap
The spacing strap evenly 
spaces the spars, this keeps 
each billow even

Ensure you allow enough 
headroom under your shade, 

remember to allow for 
the billows that will hang 

below the wire cable
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D  98mm

C  80mm

B  652mm
A  45mm
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A is generally 45mm on all shades when using standard fixing eyes.

B is the spar spacing, this is a division of the total length of the 
shade less 90mm for the fixing eyes. In this case it is 652mm, but it 
will vary for every shade. See Drop Options on previous page for 
more detail.

C is always 80mm. This is the depth of the clip + spar

D is the depth of the fabric billow, this varies depending on 
measurement B and on the billow option chosen
Shallow D = 10% of B
Medium D = 15% of B
Deep D = 20% of B 


